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Executive Summary

The purpose of this content strategy report is to analyze the efficiency

of the Belfast City Council through their website. Specifically to

determine the organization's areas of strength and weakness, the

specific business goals, key performance indicators, user needs and

opportunities for improvement. The organization mentioned above is

the Belfast City Council, which specializes in the city of Belfast,

Northern Ireland, UK. Specifically the website provides the Belfast

community with information regarding community programs and

events, jobs, road closure warnings, trash and recycling information

etc. The website is currently outdated, difficult to follow and repeats

many elements multiple times.

 

Bernard Marr is a strategic business analyst that created a content and

management strategy for the Belfast City Council. He outlines four

priorities to help guide The Belfast City Council: growing the economy,

living here, city development and working and learning. More

specifically he outlines three specific sections to focus on: Better care

for Belfast's environment, better opportunities for success across the

city and better support for people and communities. Reaching these

priorities is essential to the success of Belfast's strategy.
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Business Goals

Business Goal #1: Ensure that all Belfast residents have access to

information required for living a safe and happy life

 

Business Goal #2: Keep the Belfast community up to date on current

happenings in the city

 

Business Goal #3: Encourage tourists/ potential new residents to visit/

live in Belfast
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User Needs

A place to easily find information about events in Belfast

A place to file complaints or ask questions about things they need

answered or want changed

A resource to find jobs, answers, information and extra help

A functional website that is easy to follow

Rules and regulations regarding housing (trash, etc.)

Emergency information that is up to the minute 

The following is a summary of Belfast City Council user's wants and

needs:

User wants:

User needs:
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Current Content

Non-descript photos

Multiple menu tabs throughout the site of the same pages

Confusing links that lead to multiple places to pay for or report

things

No copy to further explain any of the tabs, photos, etc.

About Us page

Live chat to ask questions

The following is an audit of the content currently on The Belfast City

Council's website including what is there, what is missing and the

message the current content communicates.

 

Current content:

 

Missing content:

 

Message:

From the content portrayed on The Belfast City Council's website they

portray the image of a disorganized city. There is nothing that shows a

cohesive image of the people of Belfast, nothing to show their pride of

living there or that other people should live there too or even just visit.  

Not only that but on a more literal level, the website is disorganized

and difficult to follow.
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Opportunities for Content

The Belfast City Council has a unique opportunity to present their

content in a different way because as it stand right now their website

is a blank canvas. They can present themselves as a warm and

welcoming city that can't wait for tourists or new residents to come

and visit. They can achieve this by adding nice photography and

readable status copy that explains the fun activities and events they

offer.

The site can also serve as a resource for current resident to find out

information about things like trash or events, or to ask questions and

be responded to in a timely manner about questions that aren't

answered on the site. Furthermore the site can be a resource for

Belfast residents that find themselves in need of a service. The website

should easily put them in contact with local business owners

searching for extra help or local service providers. This can strengthen

the town's economy and provide a sense of strong neighborly care.
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Core Strategy Statement

A core content strategy statement should inspire and keep your

content team on the right path. It should clear up any confusion and

make the content strategy easy for anyone to follow. With that in

mind the following statement is the core content strategy statement

for the Belfast City Council: 

To create a cohesive and easy to follow resource where residents can

find out or request information and non-residents can learn about

Belfast and all the city offers.
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Messaging Framework

Messaging framework is viewed from the user’s perspective, it begins

with a first impression of how user’s feel immediately when viewing

the content, then a value statement about what the content provides

and finally the success or failure of if the organization made them feel

the way they were intended to feel. Meghan Casey in her book The

Content Strategy Toolkit, describes messaging framework as a tool

that, “clarifies what you want your audiences to know and believe

about you, and tries to prove that this message is true” (Casey,

2015).

 

First Impression: This website is disjointed but has useful information.

Value Statement: The Belfast City Council provides information

regarding popular resident questions and events happening in the

community.

Proof: The Belfast City Council provides no feeling of clarity and raises

more questions than it answers. While full of good information, most

of it is hidden under a confusing layout,
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Key Performance Indicators

Number of visits per page

Amount of time spent on each page

Exits per page

Popular questions entered in search bar

Below are some Key Performance Indicators that the City of Belfast's

website can use based on their business goals as well as the

information gathered in this content analysis report:
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